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Abstract

The Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) was first described by Harden in 1975 as an alternative to the existing

methods of assessing clinical performance (Harden et al. 1975). The OSCE was designed to improve the validity and reliability of

assessment of performance, which was previously assessed using the long case and short case examinations. Since then the use of

the OSCE has become widespread within both undergraduate and postgraduate clinical education. We recognise that the

introduction of the OSCE into an existing assessment programme is a challenging process requiring a considerable amount of

theoretical and practical knowledge. The two parts of this Guide are designed to assist all those who intend implementing the

OSCE into their assessment systems. Part I addresses the theoretical aspects of the OSCE, exploring its historical development, its

place within the range of assessment tools and its core applications. Part II offers more practical information on the process of

implementing an OSCE, including guidance on developing OSCE stations, choosing scoring rubrics, training examiners and

standardised patients and managing quality assurance processes. Together we hope these two parts will act as a useful resource

both for those choosing to implement the OSCE for the first time and also those wishing to quality assure their existing OSCE

programme.

Introduction

Conducting an Objective Structured Clinical Examination

(OSCE) for the first time is a complex and time-consuming

task. It requires considerable understanding of the underlying

educational principles of an OSCE and the development of

academic and administrative structures to support and

implement the examination. These supporting structures or

entities could be in the form of teams and committees as

described in detail in the second part of this Guide. In the

institutions where the OSCE is already being used as an

assessment tool, quality assurance and continuous improve-

ment are important in order to maintain standards and

psychometric rigour.

The current literature appears to be lacking a detailed and

comprehensive manual to help institutions with the practi-

calities of implementing the OSCE for the first time, though a

lot of studies covering various aspects of the OSCE have been

published in peer reviewed journals. This Guide will present

an evidence-based perspective on setting up an OSCE for

those new to the approach, and will also provide some

guidance and thought to those who would like to revisit their

programmes for quality assurance purposes.

The Guide consists of two parts; Part I focuses on the

historical background and educational principles of the OSCE.

Knowledge and understanding of these principles is essential

before moving any further in designing and administering an

OSCE. We hope that the contents of Part I will act as a suitable

and informative introduction for the readers, enabling them

eventually to understand and implement the ideas and

practical advice given in Part II, which will describe the

organisation and administration of the OSCE.

Practice points

. Before the advent of OSCE, long case and short case

examinations were used for the assessment of

performance.

. The OSCE is an assessment tool based on the principles

of objectivity and standardisation, which allows the

assessment of candidates’ performance against standar-

dised scoring schemes by trained assessors.

. The OSCE assesses performance in a simulated envir-

onment, at the ‘shows how’ level of Miller’s pyramid of

assessment.

. The OSCE is most appropriately used, alongside other

assessment methods, in a structured programme of

assessment.

. A well-designed OSCE can drive learning, and therefore,

can have a positive educational impact.
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Assessment of performance and
the development of the OSCE

Assessment of performance in health care education is

dependent upon the choice of appropriate tools to measure

the outcomes in question. According to Stokes (1979) such

tools are designed for determining whether one can ‘do things’

rather than simply remember, talk and write about them. Any

assessment tool used alone is not capable of assessing the

combination of knowledge, skills and behaviours, which

influence performance within the various contexts of health

care. Epstein (2007) argues for the use of a combination of

assessment tools to measure a range of learning domains; such

a methodology can be called a ‘test battery’ approach (Hamdy

et al. 2010). The OSCE plays an important part in this test

battery in the assessment of performance in simulated envir-

onments (PMETB 2007; Khan & Ramachandran 2012).

Assessment in health care education has been constantly

evolving; from the assessment of knowledge in the period up

to the 1960s, to the assessment of performance from the 1970s

onwards (Epstein 2007; Hays 2008). A range of assessment

tools have subsequently been developed for the assessment of

performance, including the OSCE with standardised patients,

workplace based assessments and assessments using com-

puter enhanced simulations (Norcini & McKinley 2007).

Prior to the development of the OSCE in the 1970s by

Harden (1975), combinations of ‘short case’ and ‘long case’

examinations were used in an attempt to assess perform-

ance. Frequently, these methods also included an oral or

viva voce examination (Sood 2001). These assessment tools

are still being used widely in different parts of the world and

warrant some consideration before we move on to discuss

the OSCE.

Short case examinations

In short case examinations candidates are asked to perform a

brief and focused clinical examination of around five or six

patients with specific clinical findings. Fifteen to twenty

minutes per patient are usually allocated. Following this, the

findings and diagnosis are discussed with a pair of examiners.

The examiners award marks independently on the candidates’

performance; however, this scoring is often unstructured

(Ponnamperuma et al. 2009), with the same examiners

examining the candidate throughout the entire time.

Although the patients have real signs and symptoms, these

patients often change between candidates, affecting the

standardisation of the examination (Norcini 2002; Wass &

van der Vleuten 2004). This format of examination has the

advantage of having multiple, brief and observed real patient

encounters similar to a clinicians’ outpatient experience and

are therefore considered as a very good assessment tool for

clinical examination skills (Ponnamperuma et al. 2009).

However, the reproducibility and validity of these examin-

ations is affected by unstructured questioning by the exam-

iners, a lack of standardisation of patients between

candidates, and a lack of ability to assess history taking

(Walsh 2006).

Viva voce examinations

In a typical Viva voce assessment, the candidates are provided

with clinical material such as a case transcript, pathological

specimen or investigation results. After a given time period to

assimilate the information, two examiners question the candi-

dates for 10–15 min. These examinations allow the assessment

of recall, depth of knowledge, hypothetical problem solving,

judgement, clinical reasoning and analytical skills

(Jayawickramarajah 1985). Although typically unstructured

questioning leads to poor inter-rater reliability (Harden et al.

1975); however, it is possible to standardise these items in

order to minimise variance (Ponnamperuma et al. 2009). As

there is no direct observation of the candidates’ clinical

performance the Viva voce can only assess this by proxy.

Long case examinations

During long case examinations, candidates are asked to take a

history and perform a complete physical examination on a real

patient, frequently chosen from the current in-patient or out-

patient cohort. Candidates at different examination sittings may

be allocated different patients with varying conditions and

clinical signs. Candidates are asked to take a history and

perform a complete physical examination in the first 30–

45 min, often unobserved by the examiners (Ponnamperuma

et al. 2009). Typically, unstructured questioning of the candi-

dates follows this, which is usually focused on their clinical

findings, diagnosis and management plan of the patients’

problems. The candidates’ interaction with the patient,

including history taking, general communication and clinical

skills is not always observed. Most frequently the discussion is

based on the theoretical aspects of the case in question,

exploring the depth of candidates’ understanding i.e. their

knowledge and the management plan for the patient (Sood

2001; Wass et al. 2001a; Wass & van der Vleuten 2004).

A number of drawbacks with this form of assessment have

been identified; for example, the marks awarded for long cases

are based upon unstructured questioning rather than checklists

or standardised scoring sheets (Norman 2002). There is an

inherent inter-case variability at separate sittings of the same

examination (Norcini 2002; Wass & van der Vleuten 2004).

Further, a single case does not allow the assessment of the

candidates’ performance on a range of areas, restricting the

sampling of the ‘test universe’. The content specificity of long

cases makes the generalisation of the skills assessed using this

technique nearly impossible (Wass et al. 2001b; Norcini 2002).

Despite the disadvantages described above, long case

examinations have a high ‘face validity’, as the encounter

between the candidate and the patient is realistic and tests the

integrated interaction which is very close to actual daily

practice (Wass & van der Vleuten 2004). Table 1 lists the

advantages and disadvantages of long cases (Table 1).

To overcome the above mentioned drawbacks, many

modifications of the long case examinations have been

developed. The major focus of these modifications is on the

observation of the candidates’ performance during the

long case. For instance, the Observed Long case (Newble

1991), the Leicester Assessment Package (Fraser et al. 1994),

the Objective Structured Long Case Record (OSLER)

K. Z. Khan et al.
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(Gleeson 1997), the Standardised Structured Long

Case Examination of Clinical Competence (Troncon et al.

2000) and the Direct Observation Clinical Encounter

Examination (DOCEE) (Hamdy et al. 2003) are described

in the literature.

Amongst all of the above, the OSLER has gained a degree of

popularity. The reliability and construct validity of the OSLER

is better than the long case; this has been achieved by the

introduction of different domains to assess the performance of

the candidates in each case (Gleeson 1997) (Table 2).

In order to achieve the high levels of reliability demon-

strated in the literature (Cronbach’s alpha of 0.8), observed

long case examinations require long testing times of up to

three and a half hours which may be impractical at some

institutions (Wass et al. 2001a). The concepts of reliability and

validity are described in some detail later.

In short, the main criticisms of the traditional methods of

assessing clinical performance are a lack of structure and

standardisation. The development of the OSCE by Harden

(1975) aimed to address the above issues and improve the

quality of the assessment of performance. At the time of its

inception, it was described as a tool for the assessment of

competence but more recently competence is seen as a point

on the spectrum of performance. By this inference the OSCE is

a tool used for the assessment of performance in simulated

environments (Khan & Ramachandran 2012); this concept is

explored in some detail later in this Guide.

The original OSCE

Prior to the development of the OSCE, the candidate’s

assessment could be affected by the patient’s performance,

examiner bias, a non-standardised marking scheme and the

candidate’s actual performance. The OSCE was first designed

to introduce standardisation and reduce the number of

variables that could impact the assessment of performance.

Hence, in a well-designed OSCE, the grades of the candidates

should predominantly be affected by the performance of the

candidates alone, with minimal effect from other sources of

variance. In addition, the OSCE was designed as a novel

evaluation tool, allowing the assessment of candidates’ clinical

skills, attitudes, problem-solving abilities, and their application

of knowledge in one examination (Harden et al. 1975).

The first OSCE was conducted by Harden in 1972 in

Dundee, and described in the literature in 1975 (Harden et al.

1975). Since then a healthy body of published literature has

developed to support and substantiate an evidence-based use

of OSCE techniques, underpinned by sound educational

principles (Carraccio & Englander 2000; Wass et al. 2001b;

Hodges et al. 2002; Turner & Dankoski 2008; Boursicot 2010;

Gupta et al. 2010; Zayyan 2011).

In the original version described by Harden, the students

moved around 18 testing and 2 rest stations in a hospital ward.

Each station was 4.5 min long with a 30 s break between the

stations. The total examination time was 100 min. Each station

tested a single competency; for instance performance of a

procedure, history taking or clinical examination of a patient.

The original 18 stations and the sequence as described by

Harden (1979) are shown (Figure 1). The standardised

marking scheme used at station 3 in this examination is also

reproduced in the subsequent figure (Figure 2).

Defining the OSCE

Since the original OSCE, many definitions of this assessment

technique have been proposed; Harden (1988) defined it as;

‘‘An approach to the assessment of clinical competence in

which the components are assessed in a planned or structured

way with attention being paid to the objectivity of the

examination’’.

According to Newble (2004) ‘‘The OSCE is not a test

method in the same way as an essay or multiple-choice

question. It is basically an organization framework consisting

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of long cases.

Advantages of long cases Disadvantages of long cases

The use of real patients achieves the highest degree of realism Inter-case variance or case specificity (Wass et al. 2001b)

Ability to assess on rare or complex problems with good clinical signs

and symptoms in patients (Smith et al. 1984)

Real patient variance or inconsistency in case presentation between candidates

(Wass et al. 2001b)

Ability to choose from a variety of cases (Smith et al. 1984) Single case limiting the ability to assess a broad spectrum of skills

Complete evaluation of the patient’s problem–no compartmentalisation Undue leniency or stringency of the examiners based on the candidate or patient

characteristics (McManus et al. 2006)

Low inter-rater and intra-rater reliability (Wilson 1969; Norcini 2002)

High case-specificity (Norman 2002)

Non-standardised scoring (McManus et al. 2006)

No blueprinting resulting in random selection of cases for assessment

Table 2. Assessment domains in the OSLER (Gleeson 1997).

Assessment domains
Specific criteria
in each domain

History Pace and clarity of presentation

Communication skills

Systematic approach

Establishment of case facts

Physical examination Systematic approach

Examination technique

Establishment of correct

physical findings

Construction of appropriate

investigations in a logical sequence

Appropriate management

Final clinical acumen

(ability to identify and solve problems)

Objective Structured Clinical Examination
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of multiple stations around which students rotate and at which

students perform and are assessed on specific tasks’’. Hodder

(1989) and van der Vleuten and Swanson (1990) support this

view that many different types of test methods can be

incorporated within the OSCE format.

Based on various descriptions of OSCE in the literature

we propose a consolidated definition of the OSCE; ‘‘An

assessment tool based on the principles of objectivity and

standardisation, in which the candidates move through a series

of time-limited stations in a circuit for the purposes of

assessment of professional performance in a simulated envir-

onment. At each station candidates are assessed and marked

against standardised scoring rubrics by trained assessors’’.

Some variants of the OSCE described in Table 3 use the

original format of moving around assessment stations to assess

a range of different outcomes (Table 3).

What Does the OSCE Assess?

It is important to understand the relationship of competence

and performance before exploring the details of what an

OSCE can be used to assess. The OSCE has previously been

described in the literature as a tool used for the assessment of

competence. This is slightly misleading as according to the

Dreyfus & Dreyfus (1980) competence is a point on the

spectrum of performance. Any tool used for the assessment

of performance should be able to grade the candidates as

novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient or experts

in the tasks allocated to them. A key difference between

the OSCE and Work Place Based Assessment (WPBA) is the

setting in which performance is being assessed, not that

the former assesses competence and the latter performance,

as is commonly perceived (Boursicot et al. 2011).

Nevertheless, difference is very significant since the perform-

ance of an individual on identical tasks can vary considerably

depending on the context of the assessment (ten Cate et al.

2010). Therefore, for all practical purposes the OSCE should

be seen as a tool for the assessment of performance within

simulated environments. Competency is the composite of

cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills as appropriate,

while competence is an attribute of a person. Assessment of

performance on competencies, for example; the ability to

communicate or examine the respiratory system allows the

assessor to determine if the performer is competent, profi-

cient or expert, etc. A detailed discussion on this topic is

beyond the scope of this Guide and we have addressed it in

our paper on competency, competence and performance

(Khan & Ramachandran 2012).

Station 1
Examine neck

Station 2
Question on Station 1

Station 3
Take history from patient

with abdominal pain

Station 4
Questions on Station 3

Station 5
Neurological examination

of legs

Station 6
Questions on Station 5

Station 7
Examine chest 

Station 8
Questions on Station 7

Station 9
Inspect photographs of

patients and answer 
questions

Station 10
Read written summary of 

patient’s history and 
patient’s chest radiograph

and answer questions

Station 11
Look at ward drug 

prescription chart and
answer questions

Station 12
Look at written history of
patient and fluid balance 

chart and answer 
questions

Station 13
Take history from

patients with haematuria

Station  14
Questions on station 13

Station 15
Take history from patient

with acute onset of 
dyspnoea 

Station 16
Questions on station 15

Station 17
Examination of patient’s

breast

Station 18
Questions on station 17 Figure 1:

18 Station OSCE as 
originally described by
Harden (1979) shaded
stations had examiners

present

Figure 1. Eighteen station OSCE as originally described by Harden (1979). Shaded stations had examiners present.
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The OSCE and its variants described earlier are only a

few from a number of tools available to assess performance

in health care. The diagram (Figure 3) describes the use

of Workplace Based Assessments and Incognito

Patients (Rethans et al. 2007) as additional methods for the

competency based assessment of performance (CBAP), in

different settings.

Figure 3 highlights that assessment at an OSCE station gives

a ‘snapshot’ of candidates’ demonstrated performance in a

particular area in a simulated environment. With reference to

Figure 2. Scoring rubric used at station 3 as described by Harden (1979).

Objective Structured Clinical Examination
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Miller’s pyramid of assessment (Miller 1990), the OSCE

assesses that a candidate is able to ‘show how’ one would

perform in a simulated environment (Figure 4). This contrasts

to the other methods, such as ‘incognito patients’, which

allows assessment of the candidates’ actual performance in

their workplace, at the ‘does’ level of the pyramid.

The simulated environment itself can influence the per-

formance of candidates; therefore, the performance of the

candidates in the OSCE might not be the same as their

performance in the workplace on identical tasks (Khan &

Ramachandran 2012), hence it is important to bear this in mind

when interpreting the results. A number of other factors also

influence performance in the health care setting as outlined in

Figure 5.

In real life, non-clinical skills such as team working,

resource management, situational awareness and leadership,

etc. also play a very important part in determining the overall

performance. It is not very easy to assess these using the OSCE

Performance

Observed
Performance

Observed Performance in Simulated
Se�ngs

Tools:

OSCE and its Varia�ons

Assessment on Part Task Trainers

Assessment  using High Fidelity
Simula�on, etc.

Observed
Performance in

Workplace Se�ngs

Tools:

DOPS

Mini-Cex 

Video Review of
Performance

Actual Performance

Un-no�ced while
being assessed in the

workplace

Tools:
Incognito pa�ents

+/-CBD

Figure 3. Model for the competency based assessment of performance and examples of available assessment tools. Reproduced

from Khan & Ramachandran (2012).

Table 3. Variations of the OSCE.

OSCE variant Brief description

Objective Structured Practical Examination (OSPE) (Harden & Cairncross

1980)

Assessment of practical skills, knowledge and/or interpretation of data in non

clinical settings

Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) (Bodle

et al. 2008; van Hove et al. 2010)

Designed for objective skills assessment, consisting of a global rating scale and a

procedure specific checklist. It is primarily used for feedback or measuring

progress of training in surgical specialities.

Objective Structured Video Examinations (OSVE) (Humphris & Kaney

2000; Vlantis et al. 2004)

Videotaped recordings of patient-doctor encounters are shown to students

simultaneously and questions related to the video clip are asked. Written

answers are marked in a standardised manner.

Team Objective Structured Clinical Examination (TOSCE) (Singleton et al.

1999)

Formative assessment covering common consultations in general practice. A

team of students visits each station in a group, performing one task each in a

sequence. The candidates are marked for their performance and feedback is

provided. The team approach improves efficiency and encourages learning

from peers.

OSCE

Figure 4. The OSCE in relation to the Miller’s pyramid.

K. Z. Khan et al.
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format. Assessment using the OSCE mainly focuses on

cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills, described as

learning domains. Krathwohl, Bloom and Jewett have

described taxonomies of learning in affective, cognitive and

psychomotor domains, respectively; each with a range of

levels of difficulty. These levels are shown for each of the three

learning domains in Table 4 (Krathwohl 1956; Jewett et al.

1971; Bloom 1974).

It is possible for the OSCE to assess skills within all three

learning domains; however, it should be borne in mind that

there might be more appropriate methods of assessing certain

skills. For instance, the theoretical application of knowledge is

better tested by using multiple choice questions (MCQs), and

evaluation of knowledge can be assessed better by critical

appraisal of a scholarly article. As previously described, an

ideal summative assessment programme needs to be based on

a combination of assessment tools in a ‘test battery approach’,

thus allowing the assessment of cognitive, affective and

psychomotor skills, mapped to a range of learning outcomes.

It is also important to consider that it is not possible to test all

levels of difficulty within each domain with the use of an

OSCE, for instance it would be very difficult to plan a station

testing the ability of the candidates to ‘evaluate knowledge’ in

the cognitive domain.

We believe that, the OSCE should be designed to assess

certain competencies or skills which are not possible to be

assessed using pen and paper or computer based testing

methods. Typical examples of such skills could be the ability of

a candidate to take a history or perform a procedure.

However, there have been criticisms that the OSCE risks the

compartmentalisation of these skills (performance of skills in

isolation) for the purposes of assessment (Nestel et al. 2011).

This results in a loss of ability to assess candidates’ perform-

ance holistically. For this reason it is important that perform-

ance related skills are not tested in isolation, rather these are

blended with skills such as the application of knowledge or

formulating a management plan so that performance is

assessed more holistically.

Consider stations designed to assess candidates’ ability to

interpret an X-ray or to recognise a raised urea and list possible

causes; an OSCE station is not required for such assessments.

In fact, paper-based methods could assess these cognitive

skills reliably, and prove to be less resource intensive. Also

consider a station designed to assess candidates’ ability to

perform the psychomotor component of a ‘pap smear test’ on

a model; such a station risks compartmentalisation as in reality

candidates would need to communicate with the patient and

apply their knowledge on this procedure whilst they perform

it. Poorly structured OSCE stations may lead to candidates

learning skills to pass examinations rather than to improve

their actual clinical performance. At the same time it is also

important to prevent assessment overload by trying to assess

too many skill subsets of performance at a single station. The

example of such a scenario could be asking the candidates to

take a history and examine a patient complaining of haemop-

tysis, interpret their X-ray findings, and explain the likely

diagnosis to the patient. Although this station may reflect ‘real

life’ by placing skills within context it is unlikely that assessing

all of these skills adequately within the one station is

achievable within time constraints.

Performance

Knowledge and 

ability to apply 

knowledge 

(cognitive skills)

Psychomotor 

Ability (motor 

skills)

Non-Clinical 

Skills (decision 

making, team 

working, 

planning etc.)

Attitudes 

(prejudice, 

professionalism 

etc.)

Environment 

(simulated or 

workplace)

Emotional State 

(anxiety, being 

observed etc.)

Physical State 

(tiredness, 

distraction, etc.)

Personality 

Traits  

(cautiousness, 

extroversion 

etc.)

Figure 5. Factors influencing performance. Modified from Khan & Ramachandran (2012).

Table 4. Affective, cognitive and psychomotor domains of
learning from basic to advanced levels.

Range of difficulty Affective Cognitive Psychomotor

Basic Receiving Knowledge Perceiving

Responding Comprehension Patterning

Valuing Application Accommodation

Organisation Analysis Refining

Characterisation Synthesis Improving

Advanced Evaluation Composing

Objective Structured Clinical Examination
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Educational principles of the OSCE

The two major underlying principles of the OSCE are

‘objectivity’ and ‘structure’. Objectivity predominantly depends

on standardised scoring rubrics and the same, trained,

examiner asking the same questions to every candidate.

A well-structured OSCE station on the other hand has a

standardised station design assessing a specific clinical task

which is blueprinted against the curriculum. A well-designed

OSCE has a high level of validity (Downing 2003), which in

simple terms means that the OSCE assesses what it is designed

to assess. At the same a time well-designed OSCE also has

been shown to demonstrate a high degree of reliability

(Boursicot 2010), i.e. the examination results are reproducible

with very little error. The concepts of validity, reliability,

feasibility, and educational impact are explored in more

detail below.

Validity

Previously different types of validity such as face validity,

content validity, and construct validity, etc. were seen as

separate entities. More contemporaneously, construct validity

is seen as an overarching term covering all types of validity

(Downing 2010). By this new definition, reliability itself is also

seen as an element of construct validity, which was previously

seen as a separate entity. It is beyond the scope of this Guide

to discuss this in further detail but generally construct validity

depends on five sources of evidence (American Educational

Research Association 1999):

(1) The test content represents what the curriculum needs

to assess, the tasks are realistic and the right domains

are being assessed.

(2) The responses to the test item are accurately recorded,

handled, stored, and analysed.

(3) The test has high reliability.

(4) The test results correlate with other test results,

assessing similar domains and show poor correlation

with those assessing different domains (convergence

and divergence).

(5) The consequences of assessment are sound, i.e. effect

on the learning is positive, the penalties for failure are

justifiable and the consequences of passing are socially

and professionally acceptable.

The above principles are applicable to the OSCE and these

are discussed in the second part of this Guide.

Reliability

Many factors influence the reliability of any assessment

method and an understanding of these is essential when

developing a new assessment programme. The main influ-

ences on the reliability of an OSCE are outlined briefly below;

each of these areas is discussed in considerable detail in the

relevant sections in the second part of this Guide.

(1) The number of stations

Testing candidates across a large sample of clinical cases

maximises reliability (Roberts et al. 2006) and an appropriate

test length has been shown to have the greatest influence in

ensuring that candidates’ overall performance is reliably

assessed (Swanson et al. 1995).

(1) Standardised scoring rubrics

These ensure that examiners are marking candidates

against the same criteria thereby improving consistency of

scoring between candidates and examiners (Smee 2003).

(1) Using trained examiners

There is some evidence suggesting that examiner training

reduces examiner variation in scoring (Newble et al. 1980; van

der Vleuten et al. 1989) and improves consistency of exam-

iners’ behaviour. Further using different examiners for different

stations can reduce individual assessor bias (Gormley 2011).

(1) Standardised patient performance

Poorly standardised patients who vary their performance

between candidates can reduce the reliability of the examin-

ation (Smee 2003).

Feasibility

Feasibility can be defined as the degree of practicality of the

assessment intervention. Compared to other assessment

methods, the OSCE is seen as more resource intensive and

time-consuming to set-up and run. For this reason it is

important to ensure that the best use is made of the OSCE

by only developing stations that require an OSCE format,

i.e. assessment of performance rather than knowledge.

Educational impact

The OSCE can have a positive educational impact as it can

drive learning (Boursicot 2010). This positive educational

impact is dependent on realistic recreation of assessment

scenarios at the OSCE stations. If candidates find it difficult to

differentiate between the assessment tasks and real life

practice then the OSCEs can drive lifelong learning. If the

tasks given at OSCE stations are compartmentalised and driven

by checklist scoring then the candidates learn to pass exams,

decreasing the educational impact of the OSCE (Miller 1990;

Shumway & Harden 2003).

Common uses of the OSCE

In the last three decades the OSCE has seen a steady

exponential growth and usage in both undergraduate and

postgraduate examinations around the globe. The OSCE is also

used for licensure examinations and as a feedback tool in

formative settings. Common uses of the OSCE are listed below.

(1) As a performance based assessment tool for testing the

minimum accepted standards of students or trainees as

barrier (exit) examinations during the undergraduate

years in most of the medical schools in the United

States, United Kingdom and Canada.

(2) As a postgraduate high stakes assessment tool in Royal

College examinations, e.g. the Royal College of

Physicians (United Kingdom) uses the Practical
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examination as a component of its membership exam-

inations (Wallace 2002).

(3) As a formative assessment tool in undergraduate

medical education (Townsend et al. 2001).

(4) As a tool for the assessment of graduates seeking high-

stakes licensure and certification to practise medicine

(Hodges 2003). Professional Linguistics and Assessment

Board Part II [PLAB] in United Kingdom (Tombleson

et al. 2000), Medical Council of Canada Qualifying

Examination II (Reznick et al. 1992), and the Clinical

Skills Assessment part of the United States Medical

Licensure Examination are based on an OSCE model

(Whelan 1999).

(5) As an educational tool to provide immediate feedback

(Hodder et al. 1989; Brazeau et al. 2002).

Conclusions

Part I of this Guide has introduced the concept of the OSCE as

a tool for performance-based assessment in simulated envir-

onments. This part has also described why the OSCE was

developed and how it can meet the need for more structure

and objectivity within the assessment of performance. We

have stressed throughout this Guide that the OSCE should be

used only when other methods of assessment cannot assess

the competency in question or in conjunction with other

assessments of performance. It neither replaces the tools used

for assessment of knowledge nor is it a panacea for all the

assessment needs in an educational programme. The chal-

lenges associated with the academic and practical aspects of

implementing an OSCE, particularly when this examination

format is novel to the institution are addressed in the Part II of

this Guide. Readers equipped with the information in this part

of the Guide will find it easy to understand the complex

processes needed for the setup of OSCE programmes,

described in the second part.
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